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SCIENTISTS WANT THE PRESIDENT’S EAR
In the two years since January 26, 1973, when

President Nixon dismantled the Office of Science
and Technology, and the position of Presidential
Science Adviser, no issue has more preoccupied the
general scientific community.

The degree of consensus urging some Kind of re-
versai of this decision is astonishing. A year later
on the 22nd of January, 1974, the Committee of
Scientific Society Presidents voted in favor of a
three man White House Council on Science and
Technology and, at a lunch that same day, so ad-
vised then Vice President Ford. The consensus
among the scientific society presidents has not di-
minished but bas grown to virtual unanimity as
shown by subsequent meetings on May 1 and Octo-
ber 9. Indeed, at the last meeting, on December 9,
wh]ch was held in conjunction with heads of en-
gineering societies, there was again ~ictual unanimity
in favor of this Council, and by engineers aS wdi.

As is known, the Council on Science and Tech-
nology was also the recommendation of the Kilfian
Committee of the National Academy of Science and,
in this form, received wide editorial support. Furtber-
morc, as part of Senate Bill S.32 sponsored hy Sena-
tor Edward Kennedy, it passed the Senate this fall.

In short, the scientific community was asking the
President to reverse his predecessor but not insist-
ing that he recreate exactly what had been before.
Instead, the Council on Science and Technology
was modeled after many successful councils includ-
ing tbe CounciI on Economic Advisers and the Coun-
cif on Environmental Quality. The three man Coun-
cil would be created by law but its three members
would seine at the pleasure of the President and
bav,e hk confidence.

Why is the scientific community so concerned and
so unanimous on this issue? The answer is clear.
There has been no time in American history, out-
side of war, in which scientific advice was so im.
pmlant to the National well-being and prosperity.
But we cannot help if we are not heard. And to be
beard, we believe that we need the President’s ear.

Onfy scientists can tell the President whether
nuclear reactors are really safe, whether decisions
made now can hefp ease food shortages later, whether
advances in medical research do or do not make
cancer ripe for cure, whether energy crises can or
cannot be alle~isted with one or more of the current
proposals.

Obviously, there are Government agencies for
each of these decisions and they do have scientists.
But, in contrast to non-scientific issues, the Presi-
dent cannot himself assess the scientific advice given
by those agencies. He does not speak the many lan-
guages of these scientific disciplines. He therefore
needs hk own scientists to provide a system of
scientific checks and baIances. Under each Presi-
dent since Eisenhower, this was done effectively by
having White House scientific advisers. They were the
scientific eyes and ears of the President and helped
him assess the information he was given. Wltbout
such checks, he will be prey to every bureaucratic
pet proposal and excess in the scientific field.

We believe that President Ford knows this very
wefL While in Congress, he was the beneficiary of
a Scientific Advisory Committee in his Congressional
District chaired by Dr. Vernon Ehlers of Calvin
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THE RISE AND FALL OF SCIENCE ADVICE
A few months after the National Science Foundation Foundation opposed the proposal evidently on the

was created in 1950, William T. Golden, now AAAS grounds that NSFS duties lay in this military arena. In
Treasurer, began a study for President Truman on the 1951, NSF decided not to become involved in military
organization of the Government for tbe promotion of research and its opposition was dropped.
scientific activities. Golden was already thinking of a The notion of a science adviser to the President ran
scientific adviser to the President, possibly with an ad- into the opposition of General Lucius Clay who wanted
visory committee. His memorandum to the President was the science adviser to be linked to his Office of Defense
eventually entitled “Mobilizing Science for War; a Scien- Mobllization (ODM ). In the end, President Truman
tific Adviser to the President.” A Committee chaired welcomed a Science Advisory Committee to ODM as ad-
by James R. Killian, then investigating the Research and viser to himself as well.
Development Board, was unanimously in favor. Sputnik was launched October 1957 and the Science

The National Science Board of tbe National Science —Continued on page 3
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College which met with him to good etfcct. In the
last few days [December 22, 1974], President Ford
has evidently asked Vice President Rockefeller to
review this issue. We believe the Vice President,
who is an experienced executive, knows also the im-
portance of scientific checks and balances and quiet
scientific advice. So we are hopeful.

When President Nixon dismantled tfds system, he
aroused considerable antagonism in tbe scientific
community. They believed that his administration
was anti-science. Subsequently, he tried to quell the
concern by giving the Director of tbe National Sci-
ence Foundation (NSF) the title KSciencc Adi’iser”—
if not “Presidential Science Adviser.”

There were and are several problems with this
arrangement.

1. First and foremost, the NSF Director does not
have the President’s ear. He may see him occa-
sionally but that is something else entirely.
2. Tbc NSF Dkector cannot help coordinate ei-
ther policy for science or the application of sci-
ence to policy from the bureaucratic level of an

agencY head. Indeed, NSF Directors bad this p“r.
ported authority to coordinate from its begin-
ning in 1954, hut the first NSF Dk’ector an-
nounced that the authority was unworkable—as
it has continued to be.
3. Tbe NSF Dkector bas a confllct of interest in
coordkating science poficy while functioning as
an Agency head.
4. The NSF Director has enough work to do
without trying to do the work of a White House
Council.
5. Under the existing ground rules, the NSF Direc-
tor has no authority to question or discuss the
science that goes on in tbe Defense Department.
Asked by FAS to describe what Dr. Stever’s posi-

tion is on the question of putting the scientists in the
White House, we were advised by his assistzmt Philip
Smith that he considers the present system to be
“workhg,” to be “adequate,” and ‘<capable of be-
ing made to work better.” Dr. Stever has decided,
we were told, not to be an advocate of the current
system or any other system. He does consider, how-
ever, among the advantages and disadvantages of the
various systems, these advantages of tbe current
system ,

1. NSF has a greater budget for poficy research
than the Office of Science and Technology had.
2. The White House has a crisis ridden atmosphere
and staying out of it provides better perspective.
3. The National Science Board pro~ides ~ vehicle
for discussing science policy.
It is perhaps sufficient to say of these advan-

tages, however, that there is nothing whatsoever to
prevent a White House science advisory apparatus
from making use of these advantages of NSF to the
extent they exist.

In summary, for the scientific community, the
issue of having the scientists in the White House

basaliof thepotential for the disastrous missteps of
tbe Nixon pardon. We predict the following. If the
Prt!sideut accepts tbe scientific community’s desire
for a Council on Science and Technology, he will
go forward to have the best relations with the scien-
tists of any Republican President since Eisenhower.
ff, instead, he accepts a pubfic relations solution of
some other kind-giving more visibility to the NSF
Director. or putting forward an advisow Council to
OMB or something eke of this Khd-his decision
will be widely denounced bv scientific groups of all
kinds and h]s standing w;th scientists will never
recover.u
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well as othex membership benefits for a S20 annual fee.)
Second class postace paid at Washington, D.C.
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Advisory Committee to ODM was still in business. In a
conversation between President Eisenhower immediately
after the event, Detlev Bronk mentioned Golden’s origi-
nal proposal for a full-time science adviser. A month
later, encouraged by a meeting with the group and by
comments from I. 1. Rabi and James R. Killian, the
President appointed Killian Special Assistant to the
President for Science and Technology, Thus was PSAC
started. (For more detail, see reference 2 listed on p. 6).

Killian was succeeded by George B. Kistiakowsky, a
Harvard chemist, who enjoyed especially warm relations
with President Eisenhower. Kistiakowsky would sit in on
National Security Council meetings and Cabinet meet-
ings in a location in which the President could see him
frown—a signal often followed by a Presidential request
for Kisdakowsky’s opinion,

President Kennedy appointed Jerome B. Wiesner as
his Special Assistant for Science and Technology. By
1962—five years after PSAC was established—the de-
mands for more public activity in this office were so
substantial that the Office of Science and Technology
(OST) was created. It had been noticed that the
Science Adviser could not testify in his role as confiden-
tial science adviser; OST would provide a statutory’ base
which the Science Adviser could direct under a second
hat that permitted such testimony. Moreover OST would
have a greater staff,

Its duties were spelled out in the message to Cm-
gress: “proper coordination of Federal science and tech-
nology functions. ” In particular: “to advise and assist
the President with respect to”:

(1) Major policies, plans andprograms ofscicnce and
technology of the various agencies of the Federal Gov-
ernment, giving appropriate emphasis to the relationship
of science and technology to national security and
foreign policy, and measures for furthering science and
technology in the Nation.
(2) Assessment of selecteci scientific and technical
developments and programs in relation to their impact
on national policies.
(3) Review, integration, and coordhation of major
Federal activities in science and technology, giving due
consideration to the effects of such activities on non-
Federal resources and institutions.
(4) Assuring that good and close relatiomexist with
the Nation’s scientific and engineering communities
so m to further in every appropriate way their partici-
pation in strengthening science and technology in the
United States and the free world.
Undoubtedly the longest participant in White House

science advising at the staff level was David Z. Beckler,
whose tenure in White House roles of this kind extended
over 20 years and included serving all six Presidtmtial
Science Advisers. He sees the Killian and Kktiakowsky
period as the “honeymoon period.”

One testimonial to the honeymoon came when Presi-
dent Eisenhower, a month before he died, was visiteci
by James Killian. Killian reports:

‘< then, as I was leaving, he said, Jim, tell me about
my scientists.’ And then he ran down the names of the
whole group that he had come to know as individuals,

JACKSON SUBCOMMITTEE SUPPORTED
OST AND PSAC

“Like an? other Presidential staff aide, the director
of the science unit wouId have the job of making
sure that the President is never isolated from the full
flavor of debate and controversy on important issues
in dispute. He would be expected to see that many
channels of scientific ad~ice are open to the Presi-
dent, and to make sure that all significant points of
view on major problems reach bis chief. . . One of
tbe great strengths of existing science arrangements
at the PrcsidentiaI level is their flexibility. The Presi-
dent’s science advisers make effective use of ad hoc
consultant panels.”

Science Organization and the President’s Office.
“Organizing for National Security Science Or-

ganization and tbe President’s Office”; Sub-
committee on National Policy Machinery;

Committee on (%vernment Operations, U.S.
Senate, 1961

The Jackson Subcommittee was prophetic, in urg-
ing that PSAC and OST be given statutory under-
pinning it was the later reliance only on a re.
organization order that permitted President Nixon
to dismantle both so easily.

and wanted to know where they were and how they
were; and finally he said, ‘Jim. you know in my ex-
perience in Washington that group seemed, more than
almost any other with which I worked, to be there more
for the good of the country than for themselves.”
(Reference 4. pg. 220)
As the Kennedy Administration progressed, however,

a strong Special Assistant for National Security ( Mc-
Gcorge Bundy) began m steal some of the Science Ad-
viser’s thumier on military questions and, indirectly, on
other issues. Beckler concluded:

“After President Kennedy appointed McGeorge Bundy
as Special Assistant for National Security, the Science
Adviser found it more difficult-although still pos-
sible—to reach him directly on national security affairs.
This situation was intensified in the Jobnso” and Nixon
Administrations to the extent that the Science Adviser’s
lack of direct access to the President on national se-
curity matters prevented him from bringing his special
viewpoint to bear directly on major policy issues in
the prosecution of the Vietnam war. This weakening
of direct communication with the President was part!y
due [o the emergence of a sizable NSC staff concerned
with detailed national security policy formulation as
contrasted with the very small NSC coordinating staff
of the Eisenhower Administration.

similady, the President’s Scicncc Advisory Com-
mittee was restricted in its ability to deal with the full
range of national security issues. After initial efforts
which led to the establishment of the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency and the consummation of a
nuclear test ban, the cmnmittec no longer had active
panels dealing with arms control issues (with the ex-

—Continued on page 4
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ception of biological warfare). By the end of 1972,
most of the PSAC panels on military technology had
been transferred to the Office of Science and Tech-
nology.

Since the President’s dtrect involvement with science
and technology issues related mostly to national se-
curity matters, the Science Adviser’s lack of direct
communication with the President in these areas
greatly weakened his ability to bring other issues to
the President. As a consequence of this lack of direct
contact with their Science Advisers, Presidents John-
son and Nixon were largely unaware of the activities
and effective performance of the OST and PSAC. ”

Although science advisers continued to have ‘subs-
tantial influence on the military and space programs”
something was increasingly missing; attendance of scicncc
advisers at National Security Council meetings became
rare

Beckler then describes the problems faced by OST
and PSAC in its Iatcr years. Despite the fact that no leak
was ever traced to either of these organizations’ staff or
consultants, suspicions were rife of latent disloyally when
PSAC scientists—even ex-PSAC scientists—were op-
posing favored policies. Past science advisers opposed
the ABM; an existing PSAC member had the temerity to

oppose the SST as a private citizen—and won. (FAS
gave its first annual public service award to Richard
Carwin for this act of independence, courage, and effec.
tiveness. ) In particular, PSAC suffered from “increased
political activism within the scientific community itself.
Former PSAC members were visible on the board of the
Fedemtitm of American Scientists which launched a
potent lobby against controversial Presidential proposals
such as the ABM. ” Some CX-PSAC members supported

OPPOsitiOn presidential candidates. (For more detail on
Beckler’s survey see Reference 3.)

Finally, a few months after the 1972 election, 011 Jaw
unry 26, 1973, Nixon threw the scientists out. This had
been rumored for a few days before. On the basis of the
rumor and a tip, the FAS Director called, received per-
mission to attend the Wh\te House briefing, and began
circulating the FAS protest immediately after the an-
nouncement.

The hearings of the House Committee on Science and
Astronautics (now Science and Technology) nicely re-
veal the rising concern. In its first hearings, six months
after the White House action, it heard Administration
defenders of the policy.

Dr. John C. Sawhill, Associate Director of the Office
of Management and Budget, defended the reorganization
by saying that the underlying goal was to reorient the
Executive Office “to focus on its original mission as a
staff to the President for top level policy formulation
and for monitoring policy execution. ” (Ref. 1, pg. 104. )
He talked of NSF as having “grown in size and stature,”
having added applied research such as the RANN pro-
gram (Research Applied to National Needs), and hav-
ing ties through its NSF staff and National Science Board
to a wide community of scientists and engineers.

The NSF Director supported the policy, of course; a

1962—OST CREATED

The National Science Foundation has proved to
be an effective instrument for administering sizable
programs in support of basic research and education
in the sciences and has set an example for other
agencies through the administration of its own pro-
grams. However, the Foundation, being at the same
organizational level as other agencies, cannot satis-
factorily coordinate FederaI science policies or eval-
uate programs of other agencies.

—March 29, 1962, White House Message
to Congress creating OST

1973 — OST (AND PSAC) DISMANTLED
Tbe research and development capability of the

various executive departments and agencies, civifian
as welf as defense, bas been upgraded. The National
Science Foundation bas broadened from its earfier
concentration on basic research support to take on a
significant rofe in applied research as well. It has
matured in its ability to play a coordinating and
evacuative rofe within the Government a“d between
the puhfic and private sectors.

—January 26, 1973, White House message
to Congress eliminating OS’T and PSAC

year later, his views continued to be supportive of the
change as shown on the opposite page.

William O. Baker, President of Bell Telephone Labora-
tories, also supported the policy. He was Chairman of a
group of 40 “Scientists for Nixon”; this group was con-
sidered to have as much influence with President Nixon
as a!ny scientific group even afte~ the election fo~ which
it was formed. In July 1973, Dr. Baker defended Presi-
dent Nixon’s decision. Where Administration defenders
of this policy had focused on the added efficiency of a
smaller White House Office with the scientists elsewhere,
or on the President’s right to run his office as he wished,
or—as in Dr. Stever’s case—tin the size of the National
Science Foundation, Dr. Baker explained a deeper ra-
tionale for the decision,

He said that science and engineering had “outgrown
conception and planning by elite specialists. ” Hc thought
the national objectives had changed from what he called
“performance systems in science and engineering>’ (ra-
dars, ICBMS, space vehicles, etc. ) to a need for “eco-
nomic systems of science and engineering. ”

Because of this he felt that “quite a different strategy
of research and development is necessary, one that is
close really towhat has been developed in private indus-
try. ” Dr. Baker urged that “new policies seek the com-
mitment, preferably on a free will, free market basis, of
the half million population of research and development
experts in our country. ”

There was no other support. Of the two other witnesses,
Dr. Edward David said: “While science has not been
downgraded in my view, the direct influence of scientists
on societal affairs has, ” And William D. Carey, now
Executive Director of AAAS, said, “I think the decision
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to dismantle it and farm o“t its functions was an impul-
sive and mistaken decision. ”

By June, 1974. a year later. the Committee was grmv-
ing uneasy. in its “tentative findings,” it said:

“After study of the results of the first phase of the
Committee’s inquiry, there is a pervasive feeling of
uncertainty in almost every aspect of the policy, plan-
ning and organizational science situation,

“For one thing, the Committee has little reason to be-
lieve that the Director of tbc National Science Fo””da.
tion in his role as science adviser to the Presidmt has
greater access to the President than did his immediate
predecessors. Secondly, the information which has
thus far been made public by the Science Adviser and
by the Science and Technology Policy Office, while
suggesting internal progress, provides no clue as to the
effectiveness of the current arrangement, Thirdly, the
Committee is unaware of any ccmcretc policies, prO-
gmms or plans which have been formulated in a co-
herent way and promulgated as a guide to the conduct
of general Federal support of science and technology. ”

(pg. 37, Reference 4.)

The Committee had heard from Dr. Russell C, Drew,
Director of the Science and Technology Policy Office
which services the NSF Director in his Science Adviser
role, but it concluded:

“Dr. Drew’s statement contained no new informa-
tion. There is nothing in the printed record concerning
what staff he had on board at the time of the hearing,
or even where the office was located. We do not know
what former OST personnel transferred to NSF, nor do
we know what unfinished oST business NSF may have
inherited. ” (pg. 7, Reference 4,)

By June, also, the National Academy had produced

the Killian report. Testifying in support of it, Dr. Killian

noted the old problem of NSF conflict of interest,

Could a “line organization” look “over the shoulder of

other departments of Government”? (Ref. 1, pg. 77. )

in fact, in 1960, the first Director of NSF, Dr. Alan T,
Waterman, was still pointing out emphatically that he
had never med the latent authority in NSF legislation

because NSF was unsuitable for overall review of Na-

tional science policy:

“The National Science Foundation Act makes the
foundation responsible for the evaluation of scien-
tific rese?rch programs undertaken by agencies of the
federal government and for a correlation of the foun.
dation’s scientific research programs with those under-
taken by individuals and by public and private re-
search groups. The foundation has consistently pointed
out, however, that it is unrealistic to expect one fed.
erztl agency to render judgment on the overall perfor-
mance of another agency or department. ” (Reference
4> pg. 158. )

Killim emphasized the importance of having a body
in the White House that scientists can feel understands

“their particular problems. ” He also urged as a corollary

that there bc a “long-range research and analysis” effort

made somewhere in the Executive Office of the Presi-

dent that would go forward on an interdisciplinary basis.

POSITION OF H. GUY STEVER,
NSF DIRECTOR

““lhe issue is how best to incorporate our scientific ex-
pertise and judgment into the goverumcmkd decision-
making process. On this honest men may certainly dis-
agree. 1 believe, however, that the prcscnc strategy does
offer certain advantages. ”

“At the time the reorganization plan affecting science
policy was proposed, the President noted that it was par-
ticularly intended to promote more effective management
of the executive bmnch and of its agencies and functions.
It was emphasized that, aside from the question of fiscal
ccmmmy, the plan has ‘one logically consistent” ob-
jective, namely, streamlining the Executi\,e Office and
transferring major responsibilities that could bcucr he
performed elsewhere, ”

“ln his testimony on the plan, Dr. Sawhill spelled out
the strengthening of department agency capabilities in
scicncc and technology, as the federal government has
incrtztsingly bcm called upon [o address civilian prob-
lems with a high scientific m technological component.
implicit in this has been a growing assumption of respon-
sibility for scientific decisionmaking at the agency level,
along with an increase in the rcsourc.cs for this. The
reorganization plan may be seen as formal recognition
of this increased role and capability at the agency level.”

“Rather than downgraciing science, I would submit that
the reorganization plan indicated that science is here to
stay—an integral part of federal agent)’ programs and
ciccis ionma king in the civilian tires. While the Adminis-
tration has played at] important part in redefining this
role. it is basically the result of a period of rapid change
in our society and its institutions, ”

“TO the extent that there is a need for coordination of
science policy quo science in the federal government, for
a summation of the overall picture in terms of scientific
judgments, the NSF would seem an appropriate place for
this responsibility. It is the one federal agency that deals
with the entire range of science ciisciplines and with ap-
plieci national problems falling between or outside other
agency jurisdictions. It has developed a staff of scientists
ami administrators with expertise throughout the science
spectrum and a wide-ranging network of ties to academic.
industrial. and local government communities. ”

‘.I would ventu]-e the speculation, however, that the
major questions of policy organization in the future will
not concern science as such. What we must try to find
arc effective means of arriving at wise decisions that
involve a whole host of alternative costs and benefits af-
fecting the entire fabric of society.”

Later in this June 26, 1974 letter to the Committee
Stcver noted that the dual role meant that his days are
“quite fully arranged” but that he was “able to perform
these two functions,>’ (Ref. 1, 11, pg. 100. )

in his testimony before the Senate Special Suhcom-
mittec on the NSF on October 8, 1974, he said of the
Council on Science and Technology, “In many ways this
is a return to the earlier mode of science advice which did
not take full advantage of the strengths of the mission
agencies including NSF.”
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UNANIMITY IN FAVOR OF A COUNCIL
ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The support for a Council on Science and Technology
went far beyond the Killian Report, In testimony be-
fore the House Committee on Science and Technology in
July 1974 a great deal of support was heard for such a
Council and against the present two-hat arrangement.

George B. Kistiakowsky, Eisenhower’s Science Ad-
viser, said:

“The present situation, in which the director of the
National Science Foundation (NSF) is called the sci-
ence advisor, has little in common with presidential
science advising.” (pg. 181 )

Earlier, in April 1974, he had proposed the Council on
Science and Technology in Science magazine.

Jerome B. Wiesner, Kennedy’s Science Adviser, agreed
with Dr. Kistiakowsky. The Killian Committee had pro-
vided a “satisfactory” basis for resolving the problem,
and he actually preferred a three-ma” Council to a si”glc
Science Adviser, (pg. 19 1-193. )

Donald F, Hornig, Johnson’s Science Adviser, referred
to the “surprising unanimity” among the four science ad-
visers testifying and said he had proposed a “Council of
Scientific and Technical Advisers” in 1969. (pg. 199. )

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge, Science Adviser to Nixon, said
that the Killian recommendation was a “sound basis” for
resolving the problem. He also referred to a report
which is evidently being kept private, if not secret, which
was done by PSAC under his and Dr. David’s tenure.
The panel was chaired by Patrick Haggerty, Chairman of
Texas Instruments, and it evidently also proposed the
Council on Science and Technology,

Dr. Philip Handler, President of the National Acad-
emy of Sciences, testified that the ruling Council of the
Academy had given the Klllian Committee proposal a
careful review and “strong endorsement. ” (pg. 64. ) He
noted that tbe Academy had had no advance warning
when President Nixon dismantled PSAC and OST. Con-
cerning the present situation he allowed that “one bas the
suspicion that Dr. Stever spends a Iargc fraction of his
time being Science Adviser and the Deputy Director is
now running the National Science Foundation.”

Speaking for a Task Force of the American Association

for the Advancement of Science ( AAAS), Professor

Jurgcn Scbmandt said:
“Whatever the final solution to this question will be,
one thing seems quite clear to us: A reunified science
policy advisory function at the Presidential level, ad-
dressing itself to both civilian and military R&D can-
not possibly bc performed out of the NSF, ” (pg. 110. )

Personally, he saw “many advantages” of the Council

type of armngement.

The Comptroller General, Mr. Elmer Statts, allowed

himself the following characteristically uncontroversial
view:

“While too little time has elapsed for adequate evalua-
tion of the new arrangement, in my judgment, many
seem to believe that it is not a satisfactory one for the
reasons presented in support of the establishment of

the Science Adviser in 1951 and the Office of Science
aml ‘[ethnology in 1962. ” (pg. 139. )

Personally, he preferred a single White House science ad-
viser to a Council, however, and thought the single ad-

viser should be confirmed by the Senate.

The Dean of Harvard’s Kennedy School of Govern-

ment, Don K. Price, was in “substantial agreement” with
the Killizm Report and the AAAS Task Force. (pg. 156. )

Dr. Robert Seamam, Jr., then President of the National
Academy of Engineering and now Administrator of the
Energy Resource and Development Administration, told

the House Committee on Science and Astronautics that

his personal inclinations ran toward a “Council on Sci-
ence and Technology, possibly modeled after the Council

of Economic Advisers or tbe Council on Environmental

Quality.” (Reference 1, part H, pg. 19. ) He wanted a
“strong activist Chairman,” “a very senior policy re-

search staff’ and statutory reporting requirements to

Congress and the public. He considered that these func-
tions—over and above that of advising a Presidcnt—

made the Council justifiable independent of the extent

to which the Council had close liaison with the Presi-
dent. (pg. 41. )

Dr. Edward E. David, Jr., Science Adviser to Presi-
dent Nixon, had worked in the most difficult environ-

ment of all the Science Advisers. Not unnaturally, he

saw most clearly the weakness of an advisory apparatus

that was only advisory, He wanted, therefore, a White
House level entity

“capable of monitoring tbe performance of the science-
for-policy mechanism throughout the Government and
of working on a coequal basis with other elements of
the Executive Office involved in policymaking and
execution.” (pg. 122, )

He did not want the scientists ‘lugging at the sleeves” of

Executive Branch officials, nor relying upon “personal
relationships” with the President or others for their in-

fluence, He proposed an Office of Research and Etlgi-
neering Management which would have the authority to
review the entire science budget before it was reviewed

by OMB and then to negotiate it with OMB. Thus it
would “authorize” the budget before appropriation in

analogy with Congressional Committee organization.
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House of Representatives: Federal Policy, Plans md

organization for Science and Technolo,?y, Parts I and II.

2. “Science Advice in the White House,” Detlcv W,

Bmnk, Science magazine, October 11, 1974.

3. “The Precarious Life of Science in the White House.”

David Z. Beckler, Duedalf/s, Summer. 1974.

4. Interim Staff Report of the House Committee on

Science and Astronautics; Federol Policy. Plans and

Orwnizafion for Science and Tecllnolo,qv, June, 1974.
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COUNCIL ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
APPROVED BY SENATE

On October 10, 1974, S.32 was passed unanimously
by the Senate; ithadbeen guided through the Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare by Senator Edward Ken.
nedy.

Calling for a three man Council with Chairman, the
members would have to be confirmed by the Senate and
chosen:

“from among individuals who, by reason of their train-
ing, expericncc, and attainments, are exceptionally
qualified to analyze and interpret scientific and tech-
nological developments; to appraise and recommend
programs, policies and activities of the Federal Gov-
ernment in the light of the policy declared in section 2;
and are sensitive to the economic, social, esthetic, and
cultural needs and interests of the Nation. ”

The Council was to determine the desired level of
Federal investment in science and technology in conjunc-
tion with the Council on Economic Advisers. It would
determine priorities for allocating Federal funds in the
major expenditure areas. As part of the process of rec-
ommending its conclusions to the President and Congress,
it would prepare an annual “Science and Technology!’
Report,”

The bill died when the House failed to act in the few
weeks remain ing but wasreintroduced asS. 320n Jan. 15,

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
AT ANNUAL COUNCIL MEETING

The National Science Foundation Director is betray-

ing the legitimate, long-standing, and virtually unanimous

desire of the scientific community to have its represe”ta.

tives in the White House by adopting on this issue a total-
ly unwarranted stance of neutrality, His assessment that

the situation is “adequate” and “working” can only bc
made by one who has completely different standards of
what represents adequacy, than those who represented the

scientific community in the White House for the last 15
years. But even if Dr. Stever sincerely considers the
present situation adequate, how can he consider that he

is representing the scientific community while failing to

urge upon the President the solution that has been so

constantly urged upon the President from virtually all

responsible scientific quarters,

The same White House point of view that encouraged
President Nixon to dismantle the science adviso~ ap-

paratus and later to give the NSF Director, belatedly, the

title “science adviser” (not “Presidential” science ad-

viser) still walks the White House. The Administration

badly needs, in this area as in others, to make a fresh
start. Dr. Stever should be helping it do so, rather than

hindering it, by offering to give up the title he was so
grudgingly given as Science Adviser in favor of a Council

of Science and Technology that would free him to give
full time to the National Science Foundation Directorship.

Jeremy J. Stone

SHAME ON THE SECRET SERVICE
NOT TO SPEAK OF

THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

011 November 26, 1974, FAS wrote lhe Secret Service,
at the White House, advising that FAS was considering
picketing the White House on the date of the FAS an-
nual meeting, December 27. In the politest terms pos-
sible, it explained that we represented 6,500 scientists
and 36 Nobel Prize winners and were concerned that
the President had not put the scientists back in the
White House. Since FAS had never before been driven
to this extremity, could the Secret Service advise what
one was required to do to secure the right to such a
peaceful demonstration?

There was no answer and we deci~ied, in any case.
upon a press conference which was successfully held.
At 11:00 A.M. of the day in question, we received a
Cali frolll the National Park Service which-the rnect.
ing being 011—wc did not return. A few days later. alI-
other call from the Park Service acivised us that 48 hours
notice was required before dcmcmstrations!

We poilltecl o“t that it was not cricket to answer our

letter the day of the planned demonstration only to tell
us that 48 hours notice was required. The Park Service
adviseci us that dqe Secret Service had given them the
lcttcv on the 23rd m 24th of December. Most of the
delay was therefore due to it.

The Secret Service mzl~, simply have been protecting
the President from bad publicity. Tile day before it re-
leased the letter to the Park Service. the President had
temporarily neutralized our complaint about scientists
in tile White House by announcing publicly that he had
turned the matter over to Vice President Rockefeller for
a study.

HATS OFF TO STATE’S INR

The Intelligence and Research Bureau of the Depart-
ment of State had a brilliant and unorthodox solution to

an intelligence problem on May 10. One of its members
had been instructed to prepare a memormdum cm tbc

positions taken by the arms control community during

the period 1969-72 including, in particular, those of FAS.

State presumably wants to know whether FAS, and

others outside the Government, are applying a different

standard to recent arms control achievements of the Ad-
ministration than to car!ier achievements.

You may ask: did INR break into our office, rifle our

files, send a plant to look for a job, or a stooge to wander

in idly asking, perhaps. for membership information? None

of these. It called us up and asked us for the informa-
tion! We promptly invited the INR representative to
visit and spent a happy hour discussing FAS’S philosophy

toward arms control and exposing any and all state-
ments we made during that period.

While the rest of tbc American intelligence community
is fighting off attacks, lNR, at Icast, seems to have come
home to America.
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CARE IN CHARACTERIZING SCIENTISTS

A report in Science Magazine of January 10, 1975,
gave FAS more space than any of its press conference
had ever received there—only to denounce it, The press
conference concerned NIH.

The article is rather more a co!umn than a news re-
port whh all the license columnists permit themselves.
For example, it flatly stated that FAS had seized upon
the firing of NIH’s Director “as an opportunity to get
publicity.”

But the objection we want to air here concerns the por-
trayal of scientists in general. The column revealed a kind
of ‘non-scientist chauvinism” in claiming that “scientists
seem to have a knack for putting [these problems] in ways
that sound self-serving. ” Now it may be true that all human
groups sound self-serving when they discuss issues of
concern to them, But it seems simply an anti-scientist
smear to charge this especially to scientists. Had the sen-
tcncc referred to women, Jews or blacks, it would have
been edited out as a sign of male-chauvinism, anti-semi-
tism or anti-black feeling. But, with regard to scientists,
stereotypes of this kind are increasingly frequent in the
works of columnist science writers. For example, this
article also quoted, approvingly, the notion that FAS
complaints were “evidence of the arrogance of scientists. ”
A later article suggested that scientists at NIH were “for-
ever complaining.”

In fact, professionals of all kinds are constantly trying
to fend off interference from non-professionals in the use
of their skills—and is that arrogance in any case?

It is all too easy to make a scientist or anyone else
sound like a fool if one is permitted the license given
columnists. It only take a little overstatement. To take
another example from an earlier article:

“The same scientists who so vigorously insist that you
cannot buy results also declare that unless more money

is pumped into biomedical research there will be no
pmgrcss and this country will lose its preeminence in
the field. They seem to be asking to have it both ways. ”

Maybe so, maybe not, If it had read:
“The same scientists wbo so vigorously insist that you
cannot buy result on demand also declare that unless
more money is pumped into biomedical research there
will be insu,@cienl progress to maintain our preemi-
nence.” (changes in italics. )

it would have seemed quite sensible. We ask more “Care
in Characterization. ”

NOMINATIONS FOR COUNCIL SUBMITTED

The nominations Committee. chaired bv Arthur Rosen-
fcld, submitted these nine nominees for the six positions
for Council members in the April election: William Bevan,
psychologist; Fred Bergsten, economist; Thomas Bryant,
M. D.; Morton Halperin, political scientist; Daniel KOsh-
Iand, biochemist; Leonard Rodbcrg, physicist; George
Silver, professor of public health; Victor Rabinowitz,
specialist in International Development and Frank Von
Hippel, physicist.

Vice Chairman Antinsen having declined to serve as
Chairman, the nominating committee has asked Philip
Morrison to serve an additional one-year term as Chair-
man while a ncw Vice Chairman is serving an initial
term, For Vice Chairman, the nominating committee has
proposed two nominees: Jerome Frank of Johns Hopkins,
psychiatrist, noted for bis work on problems of war and
peace, and Leon Cooper of “Brown University, Nobel
Prize winner in physics.

Persons wishing to nominate additional candidates

should send petitions (with 10 FAS member names for

Council member suggestions and 20 FAS member names

for either of the higher offices).
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